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no longer visible.   All speaks of Spain, of its life and atmosphere.
The very people, darker it is true even than the Andalusian, move
and speak and sit about just as the Spaniards do, clustering round
the house doors and under the deep shadowy archways that lead
into the patios—the patios of Spain of long ago.   There is none
of the mystery and seclusion and secrecy of the Eastern household
here.    Everything is in the open, for the whole family unite—
and all the tenants of the patio—to do their washing land their
ironing, their carpentering or their cooking in the open ; to chat
and to gossip.   Very picturesque they are these courtyards, with
their high arched openings and their arcades, their wide flights
of stone steps leading to tenements to-day that were once the
mansions of the mighty and the rich.    It is Spain borne across
the seas and installed abroad—a little changed by the journey,
a little altered to suit the climate, but Spain nevertheless.
Every quarter of the walled city speaks of the wealth and power
and influence of the Church—the Bishop's palace with its
balconies and its long rows of windows, the monasteries and the
convents, the colleges and the schools and the much adorned
churches. The architects of those days, striving to reproduce
the ecclesiastical edifices of their homeland, failed perhaps but
created something else, a Spanish colonial architecture, limited in
its scope by want of skilled labour and want of material, yet very
suitable to the country and the climate ; churches large and airy
and, of their kind, grandiose. In spite of their heavy ornateness,
of their plaster walls painted to imitate marble, of their over-
adorned altars and their heavy ceilings there is an air of pleasant
antiquity and of devout reverence about these spacious churches.
In the quiet of their almost deserted precincts I often found a
welcome and peaceful place of rest. And then out into the
streets again, with their medley of Spain and China and the
Islands. There is little stir and little movement, for the ways are
very narrow, the shops mostly of the humble land that appeals
to the people of very moderate means, except where here and there
a Chinese has set up his curio store with its window foil of jade
and porcelain and embroideries. They move leisurely the
Filipinos ; never in a hurry, rather sadly and rather pathetically,
or sit about in the walled precincts outside the churches in the
shade of the trees. They are wise to be idle, these people, for
they were born to idleness and are content with little. After ajl
when they come to die their lives will have been more their
own than ours are* They may have accomplished very little but

